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This is my third book by Bennett Klein and it is just as awesome as the other two I have. Beautiful

grey scale drawings that bring the coloring imagination alive. You cannot go wrong with one of

Bennett's books, and I hope to eventually own them all.

Wonderfully creative pictures on one-sided pages. So much fun, I love this artist.

I am fortunate enough to own all of Bennett Kleins works and this book is a cool collection of

rougher sketches over time and its so neat to see the variety and authentic edges like a true

sketchbook...the art is amazing as usual. the really neat thing is one of the sketches was a

giveaway in one of his contests on his facebook family page, i won a peacebeast which i have

signed and numbered from him. I cannot wait to see how others color and their interpretation of that

sketch which he included in this book . I bought the PDF first as i usually do and have already

jumped right in! I am so thankful i found his sketchbooks ...Bennett Kleins art and fb group

promoting joy and love has had a profound impact on my life. (as well as the admins and members

of his fb page)

I have been a huge BK fan for awhile now. Normally I buy his books in PDF format because I

literally cut books apart to color them and I don't like doing that to his books. The covers alone feel



so silky, it makes me sad for a moment that I am about to break the book up. I get over that though

because his art work is just outstanding! I love his work because he doesn't seem to get gory. I can

go to other artist for that. BK is the guy you look to for futuristic views and creative mash ups of

people and animals. His work is tasteful for all ages. He has a creative mind and it's so exciting to

see his daughter Mae has it as well. Please check out his work and continue to support the creative

mind. Talent and creativity, they have it!!!

Phenomenal as always! A truly talented artist bringing all never before seen images. Unearthed

means these are images from years past that have been "unearthed" to bring to us. They range

from faces, animals, masks, wolves and miscellaneous images. A perfect addition to my collection!

This book is a collection of some of Bennett's unpublished drawings from the past. Some are cute,

some are funny, some more "serious" but all are amazingly Bennett! I've ordered three books and

also the digital files! Love Love Love this book!

Another amazing book by Bennett Klein! If you're a fan of his work then you need to add this one to

your collection. It has a nice assortment of different pictures he has done over the years. I normally

get the PDF version of his books because I like to use watercolor pencils, and I have grown partial

to a specific type of paper when working with them. Whether you choose the PDF or the physical

book, it is absolutely a must have! Love it!

I choose to get all of Bennett Klein's books in digital PDF version. Bennett Klein is a very generous

artist who connects with all on the Color My Sketchbook FB page. Unearthed is a variety of his

many different types of work. His grayscale helps me know how to show the light in the picture. If

you like things a little quirky you will love this book.
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